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BOOKS RECEIVED
John Knox and Patrick Scott
The last volume of Studies in Scottish Literature to include regular book
reviews was vol. 33-34 (2004). From volume 39, it is planned to include
one or more wide-ranging review-essays, along with an ongoing list of
books noticed and received. Inclusion in this list does not preclude
possible discussion of a book in a subsequent review-essay.
Alker, Sharon, Leith Davis, and Holly Faith Nelson, eds. Robert Burns
and Transatlantic Culture. Farnham: Ashgate, 2012. xviii, 302 pp.
Hardback, $119.95. (ISBN 978-1-4094-0576-4).
Fourteen essays by established Burns scholars on Burns’s links and
influence in the U.S., Canada, and Latin America, from his attitudes to
slavery and the American revolution, through studies of his availability to
North American readers, to his presence in 19th and 20th century North
American popular culture, concluding with essays on three Canadian
Burns statues, the American composer Serge Hovey, and Burns’s
presence on the Web.
Brown, Ian, ed. The Edinburgh Companion to Scottish Drama.
Edinburgh: Edinburgh UP, 2011. viii, 248 pp. Cloth, $110.00 (ISBN 9780-7486-4108-6); Paper, $35.00 (ISBN 978-0-7486-4107-9).
Seventeen essays and an introduction, with essays on pre-1650 drama,
Scottish drama 1650-1800, and on the 19th century, before focusing on
later 20th-century and contemporary theatre. Individual authors treated
include J.M. Barrie (by R.D.S. Jack) and James Bridie (by Gerard
Carruthers).
Carruthers, Gerard, ed. The Edinburgh Companion to Robert Burns.
Edinburgh: Edinburgh UP, 2009. x, 198 pp. Cloth, $110.00 (ISBN 978-03648-8); Paper, $32.50 (ISBN 978-0-7486-3649-5).
Twelve essays (with an introduction and selected bibliography) by
established scholars, introducing Burns’s work through a variety of
critical issues, as in Burns and women, and narrative, and abolition, and
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politics, and intertextuality, and transnational culture. The editor
contributes the opening essay, on Burns and publishing, and other topics
include not only Burns and Fergusson, but also Burns the Critic, and
Burns and Virgil.
oira,
a By Poetic Authority: the Rhetoric of Panegyric in Gaelic
Poetry of Scotland to c. 1700. Edinburgh: Dunedin Academic Press,
2012. xxvi, 438 pp. Cloth, $90.00 (ISBN 978-1-7804-6003-1).
“A comprehensive survey of medieval and early modern Scottish
Gaelic poetry,” analyzing the conventions and rhetoric of leadership in
court poetry and their dissemination into a wider range of popular (“more
demotic”) Gaelic poetry, annals, and chronicles, to examine their
developing social function and their role in the articulation and
maintenance of kindred groups.
Dymock, Emma, and Wilson McLeod, eds
- The
Gleaming Water: Essays on Modern Gaelic Literature. Edinburgh:
Dunedin Academic Press, 2011. xxx , 191 pp. Paper, $48.00 (ISBN 9781-9067-1634-9).
Twelve essays (some in Gaelic) illustrating the “depth and richness”
of modern Gaelic literature, with essays on drama, fiction, and
translation, three essays on Sorley Maclean, and a fascinating account by
Christopher Whyte on the writing of his very international poemsequence “ eum air cheum ”
Gardiner, Michael, Graeme MacDonald and Niall O’Gallagher, eds
Scottish Literature and Postcolonial Literature: Comparative Texts and
Critical Perspectives. Edinburgh: Edinburgh UP, 2011. iv, 284 pp. Cloth,
$105.00 (ISBN 978-0-7486-3774-4).
Eighteen essays and an introduction, divided into three groups: (1)
pairing Scottish writers from Burns to John Buchan with postcolonial
rewritings, as in the opening essay on Burns and E.K. Brathwaite, or Kate
Trumpener’s essay on John Galt and Alice unro; (2) comparing linked
texts from Scotland with thematic counterparts (Neil Gunn and Achebe,
Muriel Spark and Hannah Arendt); and (3) comparing approaches and
literary strategies in contemporary Scottish and postcolonial texts.
ichael Gardiner’s introduction tackles general issues knowledgeably
and interestingly, specifically rejecting the treatment of Scottish writing
as a postcolonial literature.
Germana, Monica. Scottis Wome ’s Got ic
d F t stic W iti g:
Fiction since 1978. Edinburgh: Edinburgh UP, 2010. viii, 205 pp. Cloth,
$105.00 (ISBN 978-0-7486-3764-5).
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A thematic reading of works by Ali Smith, Alice Thompson, Margaret
Elphinstone, A. L. Kennedy, and Emma Tennant, linking recent feminist
fantasy with the Scottish supernatural tradition.
Hasler, Antony J. Court Poetry in Late Medieval England and Scotland:
Allegories of Authority. Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2011. x, 253 pp.
Cloth, $90.00 (ISBN 978-0-5218-0957-3).
This study brings together detailed critical readings of poetry by
William Dunbar, Alexander Barclay, Gavin Douglas, Stephen Hawes,
John Skelton, and (briefly) David Lyndsay, to examine their legitimation
of political and cultural authority in light of the dialogue between
vernacular and Latin (and European) literatures and writing.
Hewitt, Regina, ed. John Galt: Observations and Conjectures on
Literature, History, and Society. Culture. Lewisburg, PA: Bucknell UP,
2012. viii, 382. Cloth, $85.00 (ISBN 978-1-61148-434-2).
An important reassessment of Galt’s fiction, in the context of the
Romantic-period novel, consisting of fifteen essays, most on specific Galt
works, but also including critical retrospectives of Galt criticism and
biography by the editor and Gerard Carruthers, and a more general
revaluation of Galt’s originality by Ian Duncan
King, Judy, and Graham Tulloch, eds. The Three Perils of Man or War,
Women, and Witchcraft A Border Romance, by James Hogg. With an
Essay on the Manuscript by Gillian Hughes. Stirling/South Carolina
Research Edition of the Collected Works of James Hogg, 27. Edinburgh:
Edinburgh UP, 2012. xcviii, 558 pp. Cloth, $130 (ISBN 978-0-74863811-6).
This edition provides an authoritative new text for one of Hogg’s
most ambitious novels, drawing from newly-discovered manuscript
sources and replacing the long-standard 1972 ASLS edition. In addition
to textual apparatus, annotation and a glossary, the volume includes an
account of the novel’s complex publication history and an essay about the
new manuscript by the editor of the Hogg letters.
Lyall, Scott, and Margery Palmer McCulloch, eds. The Edinburgh
Companion to Hugh McDiarmid. Edinburgh: Edinburgh UP, 2011. xii,
196 pp. Cloth, $105.00 (ISBN 978-0-7486-4190-1); Paper, $35.00 (ISBN
978-0-7486-4189-5).
Eleven essays and an introduction, most treating themes or genres
within acDiarmid’s writing (modernism, essays, ecology, communism,
and science) rather than explicating specific works. A welcome exception
is the 20-page chapter on A Drunk Man and Circumjack Cencrastus.
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Jeffrey Skoblow contributes an interesting essay on MacDiarmid (and
Walt Whitman) from a post-colonial perspective. The volume is rounded
out by
argery almer
c ulloch’s nicely-judged assessment of
acDiarmid’s influence and reputation
Mackay, Peter, Edna Longley and Fran Brearton, eds. Modern Irish and
Scottish Poetry. Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2011. x, 336 pp. Cloth,
$90.00 (ISBN 978-0-5211-9602-4).
Nineteen essays and an introduction, some comparing the traditions
and some examining Irish-Scottish relations through single poet or critic.
Among the contributors are Patrick Crotty, Cairns Craig, Douglas Dunn,
Robert Crawford, Christopher Whyte, and Edna Longley.
Macleod, Isebail, and J. Derrick McClure. Scotland in Definition: A
History of Scottish Dictionaries. Edinburgh: John Donald/Birlinn, 2012.
Xiv, 342 pp. £25.00 (ISBN 978-1-906566-49-4).
Ten essays (and additional editorial material) providing descriptions
and assessments of the Scots and Gaelic dictionaries on which literary
and historical scholars rely. Of particular importance to literary scholars
will be the essays by J. Derrick McClure on 18th century glossaries of
Scots, by Susan Rennie on Jamieson and 19th century Scots lexicography,
and by Margaret Dareau and Isebail Macleod on the Dictionary of the
Older Scottish Tongue and the Scottish National Dictionary respectively.
Maxwell, Richard. The Historical Novel in Europe, 1650-1950.
Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2009. viii, 323 pp. Cloth, $102.00 (ISBN
978-0-5215-1967-0).
An unusually wide-ranging comparatist account of the historical
novel, and its popularity with readers, from its roots in 17th-century
France to Scott, Dumas, Hugo, Zola, and Twain. Maxwell argued that
the form offered not only memorable historical narratives but a way of
reading and a set of expectations. A final chapter treats the development
of juvenile historical fiction from Charlotte Young to John Cowper
owys as an English alternative to the form’s main development
McGinty, J. Walter “A A im ted So of ibe ty”: A ife of Jo
Witherspoon. Bury St. Edmunds: Arena Books, 2012. iv, 433 pp. Paper,
£18.99/$32.99 (ISBN 978-1-906791-93-3).
A biographical study of Witherspoon (1723-1794), president of the
ollege of New Jersey, and the “only clergyman to sign the Declaration
of Independence,” paying special attention to Witherspoon’s Scottish
intellectual and religious background. Of particular interest to literary
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scholars will be the chapters on Witherspoon’s
eloquence (rhetoric) and moral philosophy.
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Norquay, Glenda, ed. T e Edi bu g Comp io to Scottis Wome ’s
Writing. Edinburgh: Edinburgh UP, 2012. x, 206 pp. Cloth, $115.00
(ISBN 978-0-7486-4432-2). Paper, $35.00 (ISBN 978-0-7486-4431-5).
Fifteen short essays with an introduction by the editor, treating topics
from Spirituality, Gaelic Poetry, and the Ballad, to genre writing and
other contemporary fiction. More specific studies focus on Janet
Hamilton (by Florence Boos) and Margaret Oliphant (also treated in the
essay on the Supernatural).
Pittock, Murray, ed. The Edinburgh Companion to Scottish Romanticism.
Edinburgh: Edinburgh UP, 2011. viii, 251 pp. Cloth, $110.00 (ISBN 9780-7486-3485-1); Paper, $35.00 (ISBN 978-0-7486-3486-8).
Fifteen essays by established scholars, with a broad-ranging
introduction by the editor (“What is Scottish Romanticism?”) The first
part of the book is arranged by topic, from ballads, the historical novel,
and Gaelic poetry to periodical fiction, travel-writing, and religion; the
second part treats individual texts and authors, including Burns, Scott
(two essays), Hogg, Galt, and Byron. Macpherson gets an essay in the
first part, as topic rather than text, Brunton and Ferrier get brief mentions,
and Thomas ampbell and John Wilson and ‘Delta’ have sunk (almost)
without trace. Highly professional in its critical level and alertness to
current scholarship, this volume will be necessary reading for scholars
and critics, not just for students.
Richardson, Thomas C., ed. Contributions to Blackwood’s Edinburgh
Magazine, vol. 2, 1829-1835, by James Hogg. Stirling/South Carolina
Research Edition of the Collected Works of James Hogg, vol. 26.
Edinburgh: Edinburgh UP, 2012. lviii, 509 pp. Cloth, $130 (ISBN 978-07486-2489-8).
Authoritative and fully-annotated texts for Hogg’s Blackwood’s
contributions, with alternative texts (manuscript and as published) for two
major items, complementing rofessor Richardson’s first volume (2008,
covering 1817-1828), and two separate volumes also collecting
Blackwood’s items, Hogg’s T e S ep e d’s C le d (1995, edited by
Douglas Mack) and his A Queer Book (1995, edited by Peter Garside). A
full introduction traces the continuing story of Hogg’s sometimes difficult
relationship with the magazine’s publishers and editors
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Rowlinson, Matthew. Real Money and Romanticism. Cambridge:
Cambridge UP, 2010. xii, 249 pp. Cloth, $85.00 (ISBN 978-0-52119379-5).
Includes an extensive chapter on the material forms of money in
Scott’s Waverley novels, as well as a discussion contrasting Scottish and
English attitudes to paper money.
Scott, Patrick, and Kenneth Simpson, eds. Robert Burns & Friends:
Essays by W. Ormiston Roy Fellows Presented to G. Ross Roy. Columbia,
SC: University of South Carolina Libraries, 2012. x, 192 pp. Paper,
$16.00 (ISBN 978-1-4392-7097-4).
A festschrift honoring G. Ross Roy, with essays by fifteen established
Burns scholars on writers who influenced Burns, on Burns’s own poems,
letters, and songs, and on his later influence, together with a tribute to the
honoree, a description of the G. Ross Roy Collection, and a checklist of
his published writings through 2011. Not available directly from the
library: distribution only through Amazon or CreateSpace.
Sergeant, David, and Fiona Stafford, eds. Burns and Other Poets.
Edinburgh: Edinburgh UP, 2012. x, 230. Cloth, $105.00 (ISBN 978-07486-4357-8).
Sixteen essays (and two short poems) celebrating Burns’s
achievement, setting him not only in the Scottish context (Ramsay,
Fergusson, Hogg, MacDiarmid, and others) but also in relation to poets
from England (Milton, Gray, Wordsworth, Byron), and Ireland
(Merriman, Dermody, Heaney), with a healthy variety of contributing
scholars. Collectors will want to note the inclusion of a (short) essay by
Douglas Dunn, and Burnsians a striking revisionary essay on Burns’s
Scottish contemporaries by Gerard Carruthers.
Shields, Juliet. Sentimental Literature and Anglo-Scottish Identity, 17451820. Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2010. viii, 224 pp. Cloth, $85.00
(ISBN 978-0-521-19094-7).
Explores “the terms in which 18th- and early 19th-century writers
understood nationhood,” particularly the way that after the Union Scottish
authors “appealed to sentiment, or refined feeling, to imagine the nation
as a community ” Authors discussed include
acpherson, Smollett,
Frances Burney, Anne Grant, Chrisitan Johnstone, Susan Ferrier, Walter
Scott, and James Hogg.
Siegler, Lawrence N. Selected Poems of William Dunbar, An Interlinear
Translation. Cleveland, OH: n.p. [CreateSpace]. viii, 101. Paper, $14.99
9 (ISBN 978-1-4537-9413-5).
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Not meant for the specialist, but perhaps of use to non-medievalists
who want to help students begin to appreciate some of Dunbar’s best
known works.
Sudduth, Elizabeth A., comp. The G. Ross Roy Collection of Robert
Burns, An Illustrated Catalogue. With the assistance of Clayton Tarr.
Introduction by G. Ross Roy. Columbia, SC: U of South Carolina P, in
cooperation with Thomas Cooper Library, 2009. xxii, 456. Cloth, $59.95
(ISBN 978-1-57003-829-7).
Includes entries on Burns manuscripts and inscribed books in the Roy
Collection, as well as for its comprehensive collection of printed Burns
editions, from the Kilmarnock edition to the present
rofessor Roy’s
introduction describes the origin and development of the collection, and
he has also provided brief annotations for some of the most important or
unusual items.
Watson, Moray, ed. An Introduction to Gaelic Fiction. Edinburgh:
Edinburgh UP, 2011. viii, 210 pp. Cloth, $80.00 (ISBN 978-0-74863663-1); Paper, $25.50 (ISBN 978-0-7486-3664-8).
A well-paced introductory survey of Gaelic prose fiction from its
beginnings in the late 19th century to the present day, concluding that
Gaelic fiction, spurred by the Gaelic Books Council, is now in its most
productive phase ever.
Watson, Roderick. The Literature of Scotland: the Middle Ages to the
Nineteenth Century. Second edition. Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan,
2007. xviii, 381 pp. Paper, $28.95 (ISBN-13: 978-0-333-66664-7).
______________. The Literature of Scotland: the Twentieth Century.
Second edition. Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007. xviii, 389 pp.
Paper, $28.95 (ISBN-13: 978-0-230-00037-7).
A two-volume revision and updating of Roderick Watson’s survey of
Scottish literature, originally published in one volume in 1984.

